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ABSTRACT: Magnesium-rich silicates are ubiquitous both terrestrially and astronomically, where they are often present as small particles. Nanosized Mg-rich silicate particles are likely to be particularly important for understanding the formation, processing, and properties of cosmic dust grains. Although astronomical observations and laboratory studies have revealed much about such silicate dust, our knowledge of this hugely important class of nanosolids largely rests on top-down comparisons with the properties of bulk silicates. Herein, we provide a foundational bottom-up study of the structure and properties of Mg-rich nanosilicates based on carefully procured atomistic models. Specifically, we employ state-of-the-art global optimization methods to search for the most stable structures of silicate nanoclusters with olivine (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$)$_N$ and pyroxene (MgSiO$_3$)$_N$ compositions with $N = 1–10$. To ensure the reliability of our searches, we develop a new interatomic potential that has been especially tuned for nanosilicates. Subsequently, we refine these searches and calculate a range of physicochemical properties of the most stable nanoclusters using accurate density functional theory based electronic structure calculations. We report a detailed analysis of structural and energy properties, charge distributions, and infrared vibrational spectra, where in all cases we compare our findings for nanosilicates with those of the corresponding bulk silicate crystals. For most properties considered, we find large differences with respect to the bulk limit, underlining the limitations of a top-down approach for describing these species. Overall, our work provides a new platform for an accurate and detailed understanding of nanoscale silicates.
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INTRODUCTION

Silicates constitute the largest fraction of solid matter in the universe. Although bulk silicates form the basis for the geology of the earth’s crust and mantle,¹ weathering processes produce mineral nanoparticles which are widely distributed throughout many terrestrial systems.² Tonnes of small silicate particles also enter our atmosphere every day in the form of interplanetary dust particles.³ Indeed, all planetary silicates have their origin in such extraterrestrial silicate dust, which is ubiquitously found in numerous astronomical environments.⁴⁻⁷ Much of this silicate cosmic dust is formed around evolved oxygen-rich stars.⁴⁻⁷ The modeling of brown dwarf atmospheres also underlines the importance of such objects.¹⁰⁻¹¹ During this time the dust is subject to processing by high-energy particles and radiation (e.g., fragmentation, destruction, and reformation), leading to silicates with a range of sizes, shapes, chemical compositions, and structures.⁷⁻⁸ Largely because of such processes, a significant percentage of silicate cosmic dust grains are likely to be nanosized (i.e., with diameters of between 1 and 100 nm). Using observational constraints, it has been estimated that up to 10% of the mass fraction of silicate grains in the ISM could form a large population of very small nanosilicates with diameters of less than 3 nm.⁹ We also note that the modeling of brown dwarf atmospheres also underlines the likely importance of (nano)silicates in cloud formation and the temperatures of such objects.¹⁰⁻¹¹

Clues to the chemical structures and composition of silicate dust in astronomical environments largely rely on the fact that silicates tend to absorb and/or emit light at two characteristic infrared (IR) wavelengths around 10 and 20 μm, which are...
associated with vibrational modes associated with Si–O stretching and O–Si–O bending, respectively. A comparison of IR observations with spectra from laboratory silicate samples has generally confirmed that cosmic silicates are probably of pyroxene (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$) or olivine (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$) compositions or mixtures thereof and are very Mg-rich. In some specific cases, crystalline grains of these two compositions (i.e., enstatite and forsterite, respectively, for the Mg-rich end members) have been observed; however, in the majority of cases, the observed IR spectra exhibit only two broad silicate peaks, and no detailed chemical structural information can be obtained. As such, the available information on the properties of nanoscale silicates is very limited.

Herein, we provide the structures and properties of stable Mg-rich pyroxene (MgSiO$_3$)$_N$ and olivine (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$)$_N$ nanosilicates for $N = 1–10$ ($\sim$0.4–1.1 nm diameters) with structures obtained via global optimization searches and properties evaluated using accurate quantum chemical calculations. We analyze how the structure and properties of nano-olivines and nano-pyroxenes evolve with size and how both compare with one another and their respective bulk crystalline limits. For example, by comparing the stabilities of these mixed magnesium silicate nanosystems with those of pure magnesium oxide (MgO)$_N$ and silica (SiO$_2$)$_N$ nanoclusters, we obtain nanosize-scaled formation energies, which are compared with those of the respective bulk phases. For all of our nanosilicates, we also calculate their IR spectra over a $5-25$ $\mu$m wavelength range and compare them with typical IR spectra of astronomical silicate dust and of crystalline enstatite and forsterite. In general, our systematic and detailed study reveals a number of significant differences between nanosilicates and bulk silicates and provides a new platform for understanding the stabilities, structures, and properties of silicates from the nanoscale upwards.

## METHODOLOGY

For both Mg-rich pyroxene (MgSiO$_3$)$_N$ and olivine (Mg$_2$SiO$_4$)$_N$ compositions, we employed global optimization methods to explore the potential energy surface (PES) of nanosilicate structures to find the lowest-energy isomers for each size for $N = 1–10$. For these calculations, we developed a specifically tailored interatomic potential (IP) for silicate nanoclusters and performed searches using both the Monte Carlo basin hopping (MCBH)\textsuperscript{13} method and a genetic algorithm (GA), \textsuperscript{14} as described below. Depending on the system size, 50 to 200 of the lowest-energy nanocluster isomers from the combined global optimization searches for each $N$ and stoichiometry were then optimized without symmetry constraints using quantum chemical density functional theory (DFT)-based calculations. For the latter, we employed all-electron, full potential electronic structure code FHI-aims\textsuperscript{15} using the PBE0 hybrid functional\textsuperscript{16} and a Tier1/light-atom-centered numerical basis set. We note that the basis set has an accuracy comparable to that of a TZVP Gaussian-type orbital basis set.\textsuperscript{17} DFT calculations of this type were used to derive all reported energies, charges, structures, and harmonic IR vibrational frequencies. All results perturb to the best global minimum (GM) candidate nanoclusters as determined by their lowest energy obtained via these DFT-based calculations.

**Monte Carlo Basin Hopping (MCBH).** Although originally applied to biomolecules,\textsuperscript{18} the MCBH algorithm has been shown to be an excellent tool for exploring the low-energy PES of nanoclusters.\textsuperscript{19–21} Our present application of the method follows previous successful work on anhydrous and hydroxylated silica nanoclusters,\textsuperscript{22} titanosilicate nanoclusters,\textsuperscript{23} and the nucleation of silicon monoxide\textsuperscript{24} and magnesium silicates.\textsuperscript{24} The standard MCBH algorithm moves on the PES of nanocluster configurations through repeated steps of distorting optimized structures, through the application of small random atomic displacements, followed by structural reoptimization. To better explore the PES in our MCBH searches, in addition to atomic displacements, we also set 0.5% of the steps to attempt a Mg ↔ Si cation exchange move to further disrupt the nanocluster structure. After each step, newly optimized nanocluster structures are accepted if they are lower in energy than the previously accepted optimized structure. If they are higher in energy, then a probabilistic Metropolis criterion is employed to determine the outcome. In the latter, the probability of acceptance is lower/higher for a larger/smaller increase in energy. Herein, we employ our cascade MCBH code\textsuperscript{25} which was written using the Python-based Atomistic Simulation Environment (ASE)\textsuperscript{26} and which uses the General Utility Lattice Package (GULP)\textsuperscript{27} code as an externally called nanocluster optimizer. The IPs we employ describe the polarizability of the oxygen anions through the core–shell model.\textsuperscript{28} Highly distorted structures possessing polarized ions described in this way can be difficult to optimize. To avoid these difficulties, our cascade MCBH approach first optimizes distorted nanoclusters with a simplified IP without shells, followed by a more refined optimization with shells incorporated. For each nanocluster composition and size, we used 5 MCBH runs of between 10,000 and 250,000 steps depending on the cluster size and with each initialized using a distinct nanocluster structure. During each run, the temperature was dynamically adapted to maintain a target acceptance/rejection ratio of 0.65.

**Genetic Algorithm (GA).** A Lamarckian GA search of the PES of all nanocluster compositions and sizes was also performed using the Knowledge Led Master Code (KLMC)\textsuperscript{14,29} software suite. The KLMC's GA module has previously been proven to efficiently locate low-energy minima for a range different systems.\textsuperscript{30–33} Most of the search parameters were kept as defined in ref.\textsuperscript{14} Some minor adjustments were, however, introduced in order to ensure a sufficiently intensive search of the PES for magnesium silicate nanoclusters. Namely, depending on the system size under investigation, the population size, number of iterations, and simulation box size were varied from 100 to 200, from 1000 to 2000, and from 10 to 28 $\AA$, respectively. For each nanocluster size and stoichiometry (olivine and pyroxene), we performed five independent GA searches. We stopped our GA simulations when the energy of the lowest-energy structure and the average energy of the 20 lowest energy structures became stable.

**Interatomic Potentials (IP).** To make the application of both global optimization algorithms efficient and tractable for available computer resources when performing an extensive search of the PES for each nanocluster composition, IPs based on simple analytical expressions were used. Such IPs are computationally very inexpensive to evaluate with respect to quantum mechanical-based electronic structure calculations. Generally, however, IPs are parameterised to describe bulk crystalline systems and are thus often less reliable for describing nanoscale systems where structures can be more varied and disordered. Also, because they possess two types of cations, ternary magnesium silicate nanoclusters have a relatively high degree of configurational structural freedom.
compared to clusters of binary ionic compounds. For any one nanocluster size with a fixed composition, for example, we can imagine a range of Mg/Si cationic ordering possibilities, ranging from various highly segregated structures (e.g., layered, core-shell, side-by-side) to fully mixed structures. Thus, in order to help our global optimization searches find low-energy isomers of \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) and \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_7\) nanoclusters we require an IP that provides a reasonably reliable description of the complex PES of these systems.

Herein, we have reparametrized a bulk-parametrized IP to more accurately describe the structures and energetics of nanosilicates. This strategy has previously been shown to work successfully in an IP-based global optimization study of silica nanoclusters.\(^{34}\) Recently, we showed that FFSiOH\(^{35}\) is a highly accurate and reliable bulk-parametrized IP for describing the structure and properties of hydroxylated silica nanoclusters.\(^{36}\) Using the Si–O interaction in FFSiOH as a base, we incorporated new parameters to describe the Mg–O interaction in magnesium silicate nanoclusters based on a modified version of the Mg–O interaction potential used in a previously reported IP.\(^{37}\) We refer to this new IP as Mg-FFSiOH, which incorporates a short-range Buckingham interaction, long-range electrostatics, and polarization of the oxygen anions:

\[
U = \sum \sum \frac{q_i q_j}{r} + \frac{1}{2} \sum k_{ij}^{O} (r_i^{O} - r_C^{O})^2 \\
+ \sum A_i \exp \left(-\frac{r_i}{\rho_i}\right) - C_i \frac{1}{r_i} \\
+ \sum D_i \left(1 - \exp(-a_i (r_i - r_j))\right)^2
\]

The full set of IP parameters for Mg-FFSiOH is provided in Table S1 of the Supporting Information (SI). Although our global optimization searches were mainly carried out using the Mg-FFSiOH IP, we also employed an IP used to model bulk crystalline olivine by Walker et al.\(^{38}\) (hereafter referred to as IP-1) and an IP based on parameters published in ref 39 for pure Si–O and O–O interactions and parameters reported in a library file of the GULP code\(^{27}\) for the Mg–O interaction (hereafter referred to as IP-2). The use of multiple IPs helped to provide a greater degree of structural richness to our searches. An example of the ability of Mg-FFSiOH to describe the relative energies of silicate nanoclusters with respect to those calculated by (DFT-based calculations is shown in Figure 1 for the cases of olivine \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) nanocluster isomers and \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_7\) pyroxene nanocluster isomers. In each case, we plot the Mg-FFSiOH-optimized energies versus the corresponding DFT-optimized energies for over 1000 distinct isomers obtained from global optimization searches. For the \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) searches we used Mg-FFSiOH and IP-1, and for the \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_7\) searches we used Mg-FFSiOH and IP-2. Clearly, in both cases, the Mg-FFSiOH calculated isomer energies correlate quite well with those from DFT-based calculations. For \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{5}\), the two lowest-energy isomers according to Mg-FFSiOH are also the lowest in energy for DFT. For \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{7}\), the best GM candidate according to DFT is the 16th lowest-energy isomer with respect to Mg-FFSiOH. We note that our best GM candidates for both olivine and pyroxene nanoclusters for nearly all cases for \(N > 5\) resulted from global optimization searches using Mg-FFSiOH.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

Previous work by Woodley\(^{40}\) using an evolutionary algorithm and a simplified version of IP-2 without polarizable shells on the oxygen anions was the first to report GM candidates for magnesium silicate nanoclusters. In this work, only IP-optimized nanocluster structures were reported (i.e., no DFT-based refinement, as performed in the present work) for \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) for \(N = 1–7\) and for \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_7\) for \(N = 1–10\). In ref 40, the GM candidates found for both olivine and pyroxene nanoclusters were obtained from a single central network of oxygen-bridged \(\text{SiO}_4\) tetrahedra decorated by peripherally scattered Mg cations. Only the larger \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) olivic nanoclusters (\(N = 4–7\)) were found to display one \(\text{SiO}_4\) unit separated from the main silica network. For the pyroxene \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_7\) GM candidates, the silica networks tended to be quite compact and form a number of \((\text{SiO}_2)_x\) rings with \(x = 2–5\). A number of the predicted GM candidates displayed fairly symmetric structures and often displayed five-coordinate Si centers.

A more recent study by Mauney and Lazzati\(^{41}\) focusing on the nucleation of astrophysical Mg-rich olivinic dust also derived some GM candidates for \((\text{MgSiO}_3)_{\text{N}}\) with \(N = 2–13\) using an IP (hereafter referred to as IP-3) which was derived from combining parameters from various sources.\(^{34,37,42}\) The
reported Mg-rich olivine nanoclusters, like many of those in ref 40, possess a single \( \cdots \text{Si} - \text{O} \cdots \) bonded network. However, in ref 41 the reported lowest-energy nanoclusters have a relatively high degree of segregation. In particular, the silica fraction of the \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_N \) nanoclusters was typically found to form highly compact subclusters sandwiched between dense MgO regions.

IP-2 and IP-3 have a number of parameters in common with IP-1. In fact, IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 have a core set of parameters for O−O and Si−O interactions that can be found in earlier published IPs (e.g., refs 42 and 39). As such, we may expect that the reliabilities of the predicted low-energy isomers using each of these three IPs with respect to DFT-based calculations would be quite similar. In section S1 of the SI, we plot the relative energies of the 1000 \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_6 \) isomers in Figure 1 calculated using IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 with respect to those calculated using DFT. Figure S2 shows that the performance of IP-1, IP-2 and IP-3 is rather poor compared to that of MgFFSiOH (Figure 1). The energetic stabilities of the candidate GM isomers for \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_6 \) proposed in ref 40 (using IP-2 without shells) and ref 41 (using IP-3) are also indicated in Figure 1 (upper). These isomers are found to be between 1.5 and 5.5 eV higher in energy (as calculated using DFT) than our GM candidate and to be less energetically stable than many other isomers in our extensive data set. The predicted GM isomer for \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_4 \) in ref 40 is also highlighted in Figure 1 (lower), confirming the relatively worse performance of IP-2 for pyroxene nanoclusters. A more extensive comparison between IP-2 and DFT relative energies for \( (\text{MgSiO}_3)_7 \) isomers is reported in section S2 of the SI. Clearly, these comparisons raise serious doubts as to the adequacy of IP-1, IP-2, and IP-3 for finding structures of low-energy silicate nanoclusters.

Our newly parametrized MgFFSiOH, as employed herein, appears to provide a reasonably accurate and computationally efficient means to search the PES of energetically stable nanosilicate cluster structures. The use of a more accurate IP for our global optimizations with respect to previous searches is also clearly reflected in the structures of the resultant candidate GM nanocluster isomers. For example, in contrast to previous studies, the olivinic \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_4 \) nanocluster structures from our MgFFSiOH-based global optimization searches display increasingly nonsegregated structures with increasing size. This relatively low degree of \( \text{Si}_4 \) polymerization in our olivine nanoclusters is consistent with the bulk crystalline phase of \( \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 \) (i.e., forsterite), where all of the silica tetrahedra are completely isolated. Below we provide a more detailed structural analysis of all of our GM nanocluster candidates followed by an evaluation of their charge distributions, energetics, and IR spectra.

**Structure.** Figures 2 and 3 show our candidate GM nanocluster structures for Mg-rich olivine \( (\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4)_N \) and pyroxene \( (\text{MgSiO}_3)_N \) nanoclusters, respectively. Hereafter, we will refer to our olivine and pyroxene nanoclusters with \( N \) units by the abbreviations O-N and P-N, respectively. The Cartesian coordinates of the atoms in all nanoclusters are provided in the SI and are also available in the open access HIVE database of atomic structures for nanoclusters (https://hive.chem.ucl.ac.uk/).

Although the majority of the O-N and P-N nanocluster structures are nonsymmetric, a few symmetric and nearly symmetric cases were found. For olivine nanoclusters, symmetry is exhibited only by O-1 \( (\text{C}_{2v}) \) and O-2 \( (\text{C}_2) \). The O-3 nanocluster is also close to having a structure with \( \text{C}_i \) symmetry that is broken by small distortions. For pyroxene nanoclusters, P-1, P-2, and P-6 have structures with \( \text{C}_{2v}, \text{C}_{3v}, \) and \( \text{C}_i \) point group symmetries, respectively. A more symmetric \( \text{C}_{3v} \) version of the P-6 \( (\text{MgSiO}_3)_6 \) structure is also found in a very low energy \( (\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3)_6 \) nanocluster isomer. Attempts to optimize our candidate GM \( (\text{MgSiO}_3)_6 \) P-6 structure in this higher symmetry spontaneously relaxed to the more stable \( \text{C}_i \) structure probably because of the symmetry-breaking influence of the two cation types. The P-3 and P-4 nanoclusters can also be viewed as having structures in which energy-lowering distortions have broken a higher \( \text{C}_i \) symmetry to form a \( \text{C}_1 \) structure. We note that the P-4 and O-3 nanoclusters were employed in a previous study modeling the formation and dissociation of \( \text{H}_2 \) on nanosilicate dust grains.44,45 The P-4 nanocluster was also used in a study of absorption of water on nanosilicates.66 All other nanocluster structures are reported herein for the first time.

\( \text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10}^{4+} \) **Polymerization.** In the olivine \( \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 \) composition, two \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) cations formally balance the charge of each \( \text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10}^{4+} \) anion. Indeed, the structure of bulk crystalline forsterite can be viewed as an interacting ordered array of such discrete ionic species. However, if \( \text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10}^{4+} \) tetrahedra begin to segregate and share oxygen atoms (i.e., \( [\text{SiO}_3 - \text{O} - \text{SiO}_3]^2+ \)), then this in turn frees up \( \text{O}^{2-} \) ions that then can coordinate with \( \text{Mg}^{2+} \) cations to promote MgO-rich regions (i.e., MgO segregation). Generally, a low degree of \( \equiv\text{Si} - \text{O} - \equiv\text{Si} \) polymerization implies less segregation and vice versa. In bulk systems with the \( \text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_4 \) composition, such segregation appears to be strongly energetically disfavored and the dimerization of \( [\text{Si}_4\text{O}_{10}^{4+}] \) tetrahedra is typically observed only in high pressure phases (e.g., wadsleyite). Consistent with the
structure of low-energy bulk MgSiO$_3$ crystalline phases under ambient conditions, our candidate GM olivine nanocluster structures have a much lower degree of polymerization than do previously reported nanoclusters.$^{46,41}$ With increasing system size, the most energetically stable nanoclusters should approach their respective bulk limit in terms of properties and structure. The size-dependent evolution of oxide nanocluster properties toward the bulk is very system-specific and is typically highly nonmonotonic at small system sizes.$^{46}$ However, on average we expect that the degree of polymerization (i.e., number and size of polymers) in our olivine nanoclusters should diminish with increasing size. The smallest olivine nanoclusters, O-2 and O-3, are found to be fully polymerized and exhibit segregated structures containing a [Si$_2$O$_6$]$_{10-}^-$ dimer and a [Si$_3$O$_{10}$]$_{−}^−$ trimer for O-3. For O-4, half of the four [Si$_4$O$_{12}$]$^{1+}$ tetrahedra are dimerized, with the other two being isolated. O-5 and O-6 both contain no polymers and are fully mixed systems with all [Si$_4$O$_{12}$]$^{1+}$ tetrahedra isolated. Surprisingly, a small degree of polymerization appears again for O-7 whereby two of the [Si$_4$O$_{12}$]$^{1+}$ tetrahedra (≤30%) are dimerized.

Because of the higher Si/O ratio in pyroxene (1:3) relative to that in olivine (1:4), a correspondingly higher degree of polymerization (i.e., oxygen sharing) in pyroxene is necessary to maintain the four-coordination of the [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ units. In the bulk crystalline MgSiO$_3$ enstatite phase, this is achieved through the formation of linear polymers chains in which every [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ tetrahedral unit participates in two single-oxygen bridges with two other units. Similarly, in finite (MgSiO$_3$)$_N$ nanoclusters a relatively higher degree of polymerization is necessary relative to olivine nanoclusters. In our candidate GM pyroxene nanoclusters, polymerization occurs via the formation of closed rings and/or branched networks. For the very small P-2 and P-3 nanoclusters, the polymerization needed to ensure four-coordination of the [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ units results in the formation of two-rings and/or triply shared oxygen centers. Nanoclusters P-4 and P-5 have more extended branched polymeric networks which exhibit a single [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ three-ring. P-6 can be seen as a simple structural extension of P-5, which results in a symmetric nanocluster structure with two nonlinked three-rings. Similarly, P-7 can be viewed as an extension of P-6 in which the symmetry is lost and the two distinct three-rings become a dimer and a branched network containing a three-ring and a two-ring, respectively. Nanoclusters P-8 and P-10 contain branched networks containing one three-ring. The P-9 structure is unusual because it contains three silicate groups, one nonpolymerized isolated [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ tetrahedron, a [Si$_2$O$_6$]$_{10−}^−$ dimer, and a six-membered chain which contains three two-rings. Although all of these pyroxene nanoclusters are relatively highly polymerized, often with a single network of [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ tetrahedra, there does not appear to be any simple tendency with respect to the type/degree of polymerization in nanoclusters over the considered size range. [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ Tetrahedral Distortion. For both the P-N and O-N nanoclusters, the overall structural distortion of the [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ tetrahedral units, with respect to perfect tetrahedrality, decreases with increasing $N$. Specifically, in Figure 4 we show how the root-mean-square (rms) O−Si−O angle over all [SiO$_4$]$^{4−}$ units in each nanocluster relative to the symmetric unstrained angle of 109.47° ($\Delta_{O-Si-O} = \langle \text{abs}(\theta_{O-Si-O} - 109.47°)\rangle$) varies with $N$, as compared with the bulk values of enstatite (4.4°) and forsterite (6.5°). Generally, the overall trend is for $\Delta_{O-Si-O}$ values to decrease with increasing $N$, indicating a corresponding decrease in internal structural strain with increasing nanocluster size. However, the two classes of nanoclusters show differences in their structural evolution with size. For small nanocluster sizes ($N < 4$), the pyroxene nanoclusters have notably more tetrahedral distortion than olivine nanoclusters. However, for the P-N nanoclusters the $\Delta_{O-Si-O}$ values also rapidly decrease with increasing size, and for $N = 4$, the tetrahedral distortion is lower than in the O-4 nanoclusters.
nanocluster. For sizes $N \geq 4$, the tetrahedral distortion in the P-N nanoclusters appears to stabilize and exhibits an odd-even oscillation around a value of approximately 8.3°. This result suggests that pyroxene nanoclusters are structurally still far away from the bulk crystalline limit. This can be rationalized by the fact that the inherent spatial confinement of the finite nanoclusters causes the short polymerized $[\text{SiO}_4]^{4-}$ chain to be bent and dendritic, unlike the long linear chains in the bulk structure. For O-N nanoclusters with $N \geq 4$, the $\Delta_{\text{O-Si-O}}$ values tend to keep gradually decreasing with increasing $N$, and for O-10, they come very close to the bulk limit. This result is in line with the fact that the larger O-N clusters exhibit isolated $[\text{SiO}_4]^{4-}$ units as in the bulk forsterite structure.

**Mg$^{2+}$ Coordination Number.** Silicate polymerization is only one descriptor of the chemical structure of nanosilicates. By examining the changes in the number of bonded neighbors to each Mg$^{2+}$ cation (i.e., the coordination number, CN) throughout the O-N and P-N series, we obtain a complementary perspective on the size-dependent evolution of nanosilicate structure (Figure 5). Generally, for both P-N and O-N structures the average CN, $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$, of Mg$^{2+}$ cations tends to increase with increasing nanocluster size. For the O-N nanoclusters, $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ monotonically increases from 2 (O-1) to 4 (O-6), where it then seems to stabilize for O-7 to O-10 (Figure 5, left). For the P-N nanocluster series, $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ increases in a more irregular fashion from 2 (P-1) to 3.88 (P-8), where it then remains between 3.8 and 3.9 until P-10. We note, in particular, that the $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ value for P-5 appears to be rather high relative to its size, leading to a small peak in the $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ versus size plot in Figure 5 (right). As we will see below, this property is likely related to the anomalous high energy stability of the P-5 nanocluster.

In both sets of nanoclusters, $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ is still always below the typical bulk value of 6 as found in both forsterite and enstatite bulk crystals. This is unsurprising because many of the Mg$^{2+}$ cations in finite nanoclusters are near the surface and have correspondingly fewer oxygen neighbors than within an extended bulk system. Examining individual contributions to $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$, we can see that there is indeed a heterogeneous mix of CN values for each Mg$^{2+}$ cation within each nanocluster (gray disks in Figure 5). For the P-N series, the lower and upper bounds of the set of exhibited individual CN values {A, B, etc.} follow a monotonically increasing tendency with increasing nanocluster size: P-1, {2}; P-2–P-4, {3}; P-5–P-7, {3, 4}; P-8–P-10, {3, 4, 5}. See Figure 5 (right). Here, a maximum individual CN value of 5 is achieved, clearly confirming the nonbulk chemical environment of all Mg$^{2+}$ cations in all P-N nanoclusters. For the O-N series, the distribution of CN values for individual Mg$^{2+}$ cations in each nanocluster evolves with size in a more complex fashion. For example, O-4 has a broader set of CN values (i.e., {2, 3, 4, 5}) than do O-3 and O-5 (i.e., {3, 4}), with all three nanoclusters having fairly similar (CN) values between 3 and 4. This suggests that O-N nanoclusters can use multiple low-energy structural arrangements of Mg$^{2+}$ cations to compensate for the charge of their $[\text{SiO}_4]^{4-}$ anions. This apparent structural freedom is further confirmed by examining the Mg$^{2+}$ CN distributions and overall structures for the largest olivine nanoclusters, O-6–O-10. As in most of the O-N series considered, in these nanoclusters most of the Mg$^{2+}$ cations are four-coordinated. For O-6, unlike for smaller olivine nanoclusters, one finds a centrally located Mg$^{2+}$ cation which allows it to be the first six-coordinated Mg$^{2+}$ in the O-N series. The structures of O-7 and O-8 further exhibit two Mg$^{2+}$ cations linked by two oxygen anions, near their centers. For O-7, both central Mg$^{2+}$ cations are five-coordinated, whereas for the larger O-8 structure one of the central cations is able to attain six-coordination. Although the emergence of six-coordinate Mg$^{2+}$ cations in O-6 and O-8 suggests that the larger O-N nanoclusters are becoming more bulklike, these nanoclusters are still far from having fully bulklike structures. In O-9 and O-10, for example, we see structures that maintain a relatively high $\langle \text{CN} \rangle$ by having fewer three-coordinate Mg$^{2+}$ cations and more with Mg$^{2+}$ cations with five-coordination, but display no six-coordinated centers.

**Atomically Partitioned Charges.** In mineralogy, the atomic structure of silicates is often described and classified in terms of the ordering and polymerization of silicate anionic species with respect to an arrangement of charge-compensating Mg cations (see above). Although silicates are generally ionic insulators, the degree of charge transfer between anions and cations largely depends on the local environment of the ions in question. In crystalline bulk silicates, the periodic space group symmetry dictates that only a limited number of distinct environments for the ions are possible. However, for our silicate nanoclusters, often possessing no point group symmetry, every ion can have a different coordination environment (Figure 3), thus potentially yielding a different ionic charge.

In Figure 6, we plot the Hirshfeld partitioned charges of oxygen anions and magnesium cations with respect to nanocluster size and distance to the center of mass of each nanocluster for both the O-N and P-N series. We note that
these partitioned charges are significantly smaller in magnitude than the formal charge states of the constituent ions and do not reflect any observable quantity. Instead, these partitioned charges should be viewed as a consistent means by which to compare the charge distribution in the nanoclusters with respect to variations in size, structure, and composition.

For the O-N nanocluster series, the average partitioned positive Mg charge and the average partitioned negative O charge both decrease in magnitude with increasing nanocluster size. In the bulk olivinic limit of forsterite, Mg cations occupy two crystallographically similar but distinct sites. Atomic charge partitioning reveals these two types of sites to have very slightly different positive charges. The respective bulk limiting values (i.e., for forsterite for the O-N series and enstatite for the P-N series), and black data points and the associated black line follow the corresponding average partitioned charge values with respect to size N. The colors of other data points indicate the distance (in angstroms) between the charged ion and the center of mass of the respective nanocluster according to the respective legend next to each plot.

In Figure 6, we can see this by an increasing blue ness (i.e., toward smaller distances) of the data points closer to the bulk limiting dashed lines. This can be rationalized by noting that atoms in the interior of a nanocluster (i.e., nonsurface) have a chemical environment closer to the bulk, and hence they have correspondingly more bulklike charge. With increasing size, the proportion of interior atoms increases; therefore, the average partitioned charge within a nanocluster for each species comes progressively closer to the bulk limit.

**Relative Energies.** We employ the normalized relative energy, \( E_{\text{rel}}(N) \) (eq 1) and first-order and second-order energy differences, \( \Delta^1(N) \) and \( \Delta^2(N) \) (eqs 2 and 3, respectively) to characterize the relative energetic stability of our O-N and P-N nanosilicate clusters:

\[
E_{\text{rel}}(N) = \frac{E_N}{N} - E_{\text{bulk}}
\]

\[
\Delta^1(N) = E_N - E_{N-1} - E_1
\]

\[
\Delta^2(N) = E_N - \frac{E_{N-1} + E_{N+1}}{2}
\]

Here, \( E_N \) is the total energy of a nanocluster containing \( N \) stoichiometric units, and \( E_{\text{bulk}} \) is the energy per stoichiometric unit of the respective bulk crystalline structure.

In Figure 7, we plot the normalized relative energies for both the O-N and P-N nanocluster series. In both cases, \( E_{\text{rel}}(N) \) decreases monotonically from \( N = 1 \) to 10 with increasing size. From a structural point of view olivine nanoclusters seem to be closer than the pyroxene nanoclusters to the most stable bulk phase. However, the largest O-10 nanocluster is 3.55 eV higher in energy per unit than bulk forsterite, whereas for the same number of units pyroxene is 2.56 eV higher in energy than the enstatite bulk. To provide a rough estimate of the size at which the nanosilicates become bulklike, we fit the \( E_{\text{rel}}(N) \) data with a third-order polynomial in powers of \( N^{-1/3} \) (ref 49):

\[
E_{\text{rel}}(N) = a_1N^{-1/3} + a_2N^{-2/3} + a_3N^{-1}
\]
The resulting fitting lines based on the O-N and P-N total energy data are shown in Figure 7. (All fitting parameters are provided in Table S2 of the SI.) Considering, generally, that metastable bulk polymorphs typically lie, at most, within a few tenths of an eV per unit of the most stable bulk phase, we assume that nanoclusters would become bulklike when \( E_{\text{bulk}}(N) - E_{\text{bulk}}(\text{monomer}) < \delta \) where we take \( \delta \) to be 0.1 eV per atom. For olivine, this criterion provides us with an approximate size of \( N \approx 860 \) (i.e., 6020 atoms), whereas for pyroxene we obtain a smaller size of \( N \approx 380 \) (i.e., 1900 atoms). Although these are relatively crude assessments, it suggests that at least a few thousand atoms are required for nanosilicates to start to exhibit bulklike energy stabilities. Interestingly, these estimates also suggest that pyroxene attains a more bulklike energetic stability at smaller sizes than olivine.

In Figure 8, we plot the first-order energy difference, \( \Delta \chi'(N) \), and the second-order energy difference, \( \Delta \chi''(N) \), for both the O-N and P-N nanoclusters.

Figure 8. First-order (red line, left vertical axes) and second-order (blue line, right vertical axes) energy differences for the O-N (left) and P-N (right) nanoclusters.

O-N and P-N nanoclusters with respect to nanocluster size. The first-order energy difference provides a measure of stability for a nanocluster with \( N \) units with respect to a nanocluster of \( N - 1 \) units and the \( N = 1 \) monomer. In this sense, \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) can be thought of as a nucleation energy where more negative values indicate an energetically favored incremental \( N - 1 \rightarrow N \) size increase and positive values indicate the converse. The second-order energy difference measures the energy stability of a nanocluster with \( N \) units with respect to nanoclusters with both \( N - 1 \) and \( N + 1 \) units. For both measures, the appearance of pronounced dips for specific values of \( N \) confirms the particularly high relative stability of this nanocluster size with respect to neighboring nanocluster sizes. Values of \( N \) with high relative stability as shown by \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) and \( \Delta \chi''(N) \) are referred to as magic numbers. Magic number nanoclusters are found in many systems and are usually found to have relatively high abundances in the distribution of nanocluster sizes in cluster beam experiments.\(^5^0\)

For olivine, the O-3, O-6, and O-9 sequences of nanoclusters exhibit pronounced dips for \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) and, to a lesser extent, for \( \Delta \chi''(N) \). These nanoclusters do not appear to have any common structural features and have no symmetry. Of these three nanoclusters, O-9 has the lowest values for both measures and this is the most magic size for the olivine series. For the pyroxene nanoclusters, although P-7 and P-9 show dips for \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) and \( \Delta \chi''(N) \), the clearest signal of magic number stability is for P-5, which has very pronounced dips for both measures. Although the P-5 nanocluster has no symmetry, its high relative stability may be linked to its relatively high Mg cation coordination for its size (Figure 5).

We note that \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) and \( \Delta \chi''(N) \) are very sensitive measures of the relative energy stability, and it is thus interesting to establish whether the stability trends they predict are also valid at finite temperatures. We note that many dust-containing astrophysical environments (e.g., the ISM) have rather low temperatures (\( \leq 100 \) K) and pressures, so the change in our 0 K results will be negligible. However, in circumstellar regions of evolved stars,\(^n\) nanosilicates are thought to start nucleating at temperatures close to 1000 K. One may also consider the standard laboratory conditions to be relatively extreme compared to those of the ISM. In section S3 of the SI, we calculate the \( \Delta \chi'(N) \) and \( \Delta \chi''(N) \) values for our P-N and O-N nanoclusters based on their finite temperature free energies under standard terrestrial conditions (298 K and 101 300 Pa) and circumstellar conditions (1000 K and 0.0005 Pa). From this analysis, we can see that the general tendencies predicted by our energetics calculated at 0 K are maintained for all O-N nanoclusters. For the P-N nanoclusters, we see little difference under standard conditions, but under circumstellar conditions, the changes are more significant. In particular, we note that the P-5 nanocluster loses its magic stability status and P-9 becomes more magic.

**Energies of Formation.** The enthalpy of formation of a bulk magnesium silicate from the binary oxides (MgO rock salt and SiO\(_2\) quartz) (\( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}} \)) can be derived from

\[
\Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{silicate}) = \Delta H_f^\text{oxides}[\text{forsterite}](\text{MgO}) + b \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{forsterite}) - a \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{silicate}) + d
\]

where \( \Delta H_f^\text{oxides}[\text{forsterite}](\text{MgO}) \) is the enthalpy of formation of the magnesium silicate in question and \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{MgO}) \) and \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{SiO}_2) \) are the enthalpies of formation of the oxides, all relative to the elements. For forsterite (MgSiO\(_3\)), stoichiometric coefficients \( a = 2 \) and \( b = 1 \) are used, whereas for enstatite (MgSiO\(_3\)), one should employ \( a = b = 1 \). Using extrapolated 0 K values from the NIST-JANAF tables of experimental thermodynamic data\(^5^1\) for the three terms on the right-hand side of eq 5, we obtain \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{forsterite}) = -0.66 \) eV and \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{enstatite}) = -0.38 \) eV. We note that these values are within 0.01 eV of directly measured values obtained at 970 K.\(^5^2\) Using the same level of DFT theory as for the nanoclusters, we find \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{forsterite}) = -0.77 \) eV and \( \Delta H_f^{\text{oxide}}(\text{enstatite}) = -0.42 \) eV, which are in quite good agreement with the experimental values, thus confirming the adequacy of our DFT calculations for silicate energetics. Note that in these theoretical values the calculated internal energies are assumed to be a good approximation to the enthalpies (i.e., \( pV \) contributions are taken to be negligible). Because of the fact that both of these silicates have distinct stoichiometries, a direct comparison of these two values is not very informative.
For each silicate family considered, we would like to have a method for comparing the formation energies with their respective bulk values which takes into account the finite size of both the nanosilicate and the oxide components. One way to do this is to find appropriately sized low-energy nanoclusters of MgO and SiO$_2$ which, when brought together, form a system with the same size and stoichiometry as for a particular silicate nanocluster. Formally, we can describe this energy difference (per stoichiometric unit) by

$$\Delta H_{\text{reactive}}^{\text{nanosilicate}} \approx \Delta E_{f,\text{reactive}}^{\text{nanosilicate}} \approx \frac{E([\text{Mg}_a\text{Si}_b\text{O}_{a+b}]_N)}{N} - \left( E([\text{MgO}]_{2aN}) + E([\text{SiO}_2]_{2bN}) \right)$$

(6)

where $N$ is the number of stoichiometric units in the silicate nanocluster and, as in eq 1, we have $a = 2$ and $b = 1$ for the olivine case and $a = b = 1$ for the pyroxene case. Note that in this case we compare the internal energies of a combined system with $(a + 2b)N$ oxygen anions with two smaller systems containing $aN$ and $2bN$ oxygen anions, respectively. In this sense, we refer to these energies as reactive formation energies (RFEs).

Although nanocluster RFEs can be difficult to obtain experimentally, they can be easily evaluated using the calculated energies of our candidate GM nanosilicates and the corresponding GM nanoclusters for (MgO)$_N$ and (SiO$_2$)$_N$. In Figure 9, we plot the RFEs of the P-N and O-N nanoclusters (blue lines) with respect to the number of units in each nanocluster. In both cases, the calculated limiting value of the calculated enthalpy of formation of the respective bulk crystalline silicate is indicated by a dashed line (i.e., forsterite, left; enstatite, right).

![Figure 9. Reactive formation energies (RFEs) for the O-N (left) and P-N (right) silicate nanoclusters with respect to the number of stoichiometric units. In each case, the calculated limiting value of the calculated enthalpy of formation of the respective bulk crystalline silicate is indicated by a dashed line (i.e., forsterite, left; enstatite, right).](image)

nanoclusters still >1.5 eV more negative than the respective bulk $\Delta H_{f,\text{oxides}}^{\text{products}}$ values.

An alternative way to calculate silicate nanocluster formation energies is with respect to the proportions of pure oxide nanoclusters which contain the same number of oxygen anions as in the silicate nanocluster in question. In such a formulation, silicate nanoclusters are compared with oxide nanoclusters of a similar size, thus mirroring the calculation of $\Delta H_{f,\text{oxides}}^{\text{products}}$ for bulk silicates. The equation for calculating such a “mixing” formation energy (MFE) for nanosilicates is given in eq 7.

$$\Delta H_{f,\text{mixing}}^{\text{nanosilicate}} = \Delta H_{f,\text{mixing}}^{\text{nanosilicate}} \approx \frac{E([\text{Mg}_a\text{Si}_b\text{O}_{a+b}]_N) - \left( \frac{2}{2 + 1} E([\text{MgO}]_{2aN}) + \frac{1}{2 + 1} E([\text{SiO}_2]_{2bN}) \right)}{(a + 2b)N}$$

(7)

The results of the MFE are shown for both pyroxene and olivine systems in Figure 10. As for the RFE values, the MFE equation implies that with increasing size the MFE will approach the respective enthalpy of formation (per oxygen) of the corresponding bulk. The MFE compares the energy of any particular silicate nanocluster with that of a proportional mix of pure oxide nanoclusters possessing the same number of oxygen cations. As such, the MFE values are not dominated by the energy liberated in a reaction of smaller pure oxide nanoclusters and, unlike the RFE values, do not simply tend to increase monotonically with increasing silicate nanocluster size. Instead, starting from the smallest considered nanoclusters, the MFE values for both pyroxene and olivine nanoclusters initially decrease with increasing size. For nanosilicates with more than approximately 18 oxygen cations, the MFE values in both cases tend to then increase toward their respective bulk limits. Curiously, although the bulk enthalpy of formation per oxygen atom (and thus the bulk MFE) is more negative for forsterite than for enstatite, for the range of oxygen content considered for the nanosilicates the MFE values are more negative for pyroxene than for olivine. This inversion of the MFE values for small sizes has implications for the relative stabilities of nanosilicates. For example, if we take two silicate nanoclusters with the same oxygen content in this inverted MFE regime, we can calculate the total energies of the following Si/Mg exchange reactions and compare with the corresponding bulk case (in square brackets we also include the bulk reaction energy calculated from data in the JANAF tables$^{[1]}$):

$$(\text{Mg}_2\text{SiO}_3)_3 + \text{Si} \rightarrow (\text{MgSiO}_3)_3 + 2\text{Mg}, \quad \Delta E = -0.59 \text{ eV}$$

Figure 10. Mixing formation energies (MFEs) of the O-N (red) and P-N (blue) silicate nanoclusters with respect to oxygen content. The dashed lines indicate the calculated bulk enthalpy of formation for forsterite (red) and enstatite (blue) per oxygen atom.
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bonds are much weaker than Si of the silicon. This modeling leads to predictions that various regions of the ISM have recently been incorporated into dust evolution models. This modeling leads to predictions that the ISM (e.g., shocks, sputtering) could potentially then lead to the release of Si from the Si-rich parts of such nanograins. We further note that careful estimates of observed Si depletions in the ISM (e.g., shocks, sputtering) could potentially then lead to the release of Si from the Si-rich parts of such nanograins. We further note that careful estimates of observed Si depletions in the ISM have recently been incorporated into dust evolution models. This modeling leads to predictions of high silicon dust formation rates, especially in a cold neutral medium. Our mechanism provides one possible route whereby such available Si could be (re)deposited onto olivinic nanograins, leading to the shattering of Mg to produce pyroxenic species. In particular, the nanoscale thermodynamic preference for pyroxene could provide an additional route for the observed presence of pyroxene dust, where bulk thermodynamics would suggest the favored formation of silicate.59

IR Vibrational Spectra. Typical IR spectra from amorphous astronomical silicates have two broad peaks centered around 10 μm and 18–20 μm. The more intense 10 μm peak is associated with Si–O stretching modes, and the weaker, longer-wavelength peak is linked to O–Si–O bending modes. Like all silicate grains, nanosilicates will absorb infrared (IR) radiation, and because of their ultrasmall size, they are also subject to single-photon heating and thus are likely to produce well-defined IR emission signatures. Under the assumption that the IR wavelengths at which nanosilicates absorb/emit are the same as those typically associated with bulk laboratory silicates, observational spectra can place some limitations on the potential abundance of nanosilicate species. Assuming a single-sized population of spherical grains, for example, the IR emission intensity with respect to wavelength can thus be estimated for different ultrasmall grain sizes. This way, without violating any observational IR emission constraints, it has been proposed that up to 15% of the silicon in the diffuse ISM could reside in amorphous nanosilicate grains having diameters ≤1 nm. Such approaches to estimate the IR spectra of nanosilicates are based on approximate top-down methods in that they employ simple geometric representations of grain shapes without atomic detail and dielectric responses derived from those of bulk silicates. Our DFT-based calculations allow us to directly and accurately calculate the oscillatory atomic motions associated with IR-active vibrational modes in our atomistically detailed silicate structures. Herein, we use such an approach to calculate the IR vibrational spectra for our O-N and P-N nanoclusters which all lie in the ≤1-nm-diameter size regime.

A study comparing various functionals for DFT-based calculations of the bulk forsterite crystal using a 28-atom unit cell showed PBE0 to be particularly accurate for capturing silicate atomic structure (differences with respect to experimental parameters are typically <1%) and also for accurately reproducing relative experimental IR oscillator strengths. Reference 62 also showed that the DFT-calculated vibrational frequencies of bulk forsterite using PBE0 were consistently slightly overestimated with respect to experimentally measured values (by 12.3 cm⁻¹ on average). To compare our DFT-calculated results more easily with published IR spectra of silicate dust from astronomical observations, we convert the frequencies directly obtained from our calculations to wavelengths in micrometers and add a small amount of Gaussian broadening. We note that an average corrective frequency downshift of 12.3 cm⁻¹ would correspond to small corrective wavelength upshifts of only ~0.1 μm for features close to 10 μm and ~0.3 μm for features close to 20 μm. The IR spectra of the corresponding crystalline bulk systems, in the Figure 11, we show the uncorrected DFT-calculated IR spectra for the O-N nanoclusters with respect to wavelength (blue line). The gray shaded region spans the wavelength range corresponding to Si–O stretching modes calculated for the bulk forsterite crystal (where vertical orange lines correspond to experimental peak positions of the IR reflection spectra). The green shaded regions show the corresponding wavelength range where Si–O stretching modes can be identified for each nanocluster (note that O–Si–O bending modes can also be found in these regions). The overlap of green and gray regions is indicated by dark-green shading.

Figure 11. Calculated harmonic IR spectra for the O-N nanoclusters (blue line). The gray shaded region spans the wavelength range corresponding to Si–O stretching modes calculated for the bulk forsterite crystal (where vertical orange lines correspond to experimental peak positions of the IR reflection spectra). The green shaded regions show the corresponding wavelength range where Si–O stretching modes can be identified for each nanocluster (note that O–Si–O bending modes can also be found in these regions). The overlap of green and gray regions is indicated by dark-green shading.
nanoclusters the lower-wavelength peaks corresponding to Si–O asymmetric stretching tend to cover a broader wavelength range (green shading in Figures 11 and 12). These regions tend to be reasonably symmetrically broadened in the O-N nanoclusters with respect to that for forsterite. For the pyroxene nanoclusters, however, the region of Si–O stretching modes starts at a very similar wavelength to that in bulk enstatite but then extends to much longer wavelengths (often to >15 μm as compared to the bulk enstatite upper limit of ~12 μm). Such differences are likely due to the distinct size-induced atomic structure of the nanoclusters (see above) relative to the periodic atomic order found in crystalline bulk systems.

Unlike typical IR spectra from astronomical silicate sources, the calculated IR spectra of the individual nanoclusters clearly have a great deal of discernible detail because of the fact that these small nanoclusters possess a relatively small number of vibrational degrees of freedom. This molecular-like character is clearly more evident in the smaller clusters than in the larger nanosilicates, where individual peaks start to overlap to form broader features. Even for the larger nanosilicate clusters considered, however, there are a number of significant distinct peaks in the 8–12 μm region. It is of note that very few of the individual nanocluster spectra have significant IR oscillator strengths at or very close to 10 μm (e.g., O-10). As such, it is not clear to what extent silicate nanoclusters would contribute to the observed 10 μm Si–O stretching feature. We also note that, generally, the well-defined peaks in the Si–O stretching regions of the nanocluster spectra do not coincide with those of the corresponding bulk crystal. In those few cases where there is a match between nanocluster and bulk IR Si–O peaks (e.g., for O-8 and P-8), this is clearly not due to a structural correspondence between the two systems and is likely just a coincidence.

For longer wavelengths, none of the pyroxene clusters exhibit significant IR peaks beyond 15–17 μm. For the olivine clusters, some discernible IR peaks can be found at up to 18 to 19 μm. The double-peaked spectra observed for noncrystalline astronomical silicates are best matched by the spectra for O-N nanoclusters, especially for N ≥ 6. For this set of nanoclusters, two main regions of the spectra can be distinguished: (i) a Si–O stretching region between approximately 8 and 14 μm and (ii) a longer-wavelength region between 14 and 21 μm. In the latter region, the more intense peaks tend to be found in the 15–18 μm range and are thus at shorter wavelengths than usually observed for astronomical silicate dust (i.e., 18–20 μm).

We note that our reported spectra correspond only to the lowest-energy GM silicate nanoclusters and do not currently consider contributions from metastable nanosilicate isomers in the size range considered. A comparison of DFT-derived IR spectra with spectra from cluster beam experiments indicates that the contributions from the lowest-energy cluster isomers often dominate the measured spectra.64 However, in astrophysical environments, various processing phenomena could yield distributions of nanoclusters that are not dominated by thermodynamics and that have contributions from large ensembles of dust particles with diverse structures. To begin to see the effect of mixing spectra from nanosilicate grains with different structures and sizes, in Figure 13 we show

![Figure 13](image-url)
both cases, we also find a sharp feature at around 9.1 μm and a broader set of less intense peaks spanning a wavelength range approximately between 10.2 and 12.5 μm.

The clear difference between our calculated IR nanosilicate spectra and those typically observed and assigned to silicate dust raises some questions. For example, the poor match between our calculated IR spectra and those observed in circumstellar outflows of evolved stars (where the nucleation of nanosilicates is thought to occur) could provide evidence that nucleation predominantly occurs on other seed species rather than on nanosilicates forming directly. Another possibility could be that nanosilicates in such environments are present but are very short-lived species (because of growth into larger grains) and thus their net populations are very small. Generally, our accurate calculated data for silicate nanoclusters in the ≤1-nm-diameter size regime show that the assumption that nanosilicates display IR spectra analogous to those of bulk silicates is not always valid. As such, much care should be taken when assessing the astronomical abundances of nanosilicates based on bulk silicate interpretations of observed IR spectra.

■ CONCLUSIONS

Through the development of an IP that has been specifically tuned for describing the structures and energetics of nanosilicates, we perform extensive global optimization searches to find new candidate GM isomers for olivine (Mg,SiO₄)ₓ and pyroxene (MgSiO₃)ᵧ nanoclusters for N = 1–10. Using quantum chemical DFT calculations, we refine our search results to obtain more accurate energies, structures, and properties of our obtained nanosilicates. In particular, we track the evolution of chemical structure, relative energies, energies of formation, ionic charge distributions, and IR spectra with nanocluster size and composition. Whenever possible we compare these results with those from analogous accurate calculations on bulk silicate crystals (i.e., enstatite and forsterite).

Both O-N and P-N nanoclusters tend to have rather irregular structures with only a few exhibiting symmetric or nearly symmetric atomic arrangements. Although there is no indication of crystalline structure, in all cases, some of the larger O-N nanoclusters have all of their [SiO₄]⁴⁻ units as nonpolymerized isolated species and also begin to exhibit occasional six-coordinate Mg²⁺ cations, as found in the corresponding bulk forsterite crystal. The sizes and structures of our reported nanoclusters are also strongly linked to their ionic charge distributions. We find that the magnitude of the average atomically partitioned charges of the oxygen anions and magnesium cations decreases with increasing size of both O-N and P-N nanoclusters toward their respective bulk values. However, in line with their rather irregular structures there is a large scattering of cationic and anionic charges in all nanoclusters.

Within the set of nanoclusters studied, we find that some have relatively high energy stabilities with respect to other nanoclusters of the same composition and similar size (e.g., O-9 and P-5) and are thus predicted to be magic number clusters at low temperatures. For larger nanoclusters, extrapolating how the energy stability per unit of the O-N and P-N series evolves with increasing size, we roughly estimate that a crossover to bulklike crystalline stability would require having silicate nanoparticles with at least ~2000 atoms (pyroxene) and ~6000 atoms (olivine). The energies of formation of our magnesium silicate nanoclusters with respect to the reaction from constituent subclusters of MgO and SiO₂ (i.e., the RFE values) approach the corresponding bulk crystal energies of formation from below in a nearly monotonically increasing fashion. The energies of formation of our silicate nanoclusters were also calculated with respect to a normalized mixture of MgO and SiO₂ nanoclusters, both with the same oxygen content as the silicate nanocluster under consideration, (i.e., the MFE values). With increasing size the silicate nanocluster MFE values should converge to the energy of formation values per oxygen atom of the respective bulk silicate. Unlike for RFE values, the MFE values pass through a minimum (for nanoclusters containing 18–20 oxygen anions) before approaching toward bulk values for larger nanocluster sizes. For sizes near this minimum, the MFE values for pyroxene nanoclusters are lower than those for olivine nanoclusters, which is the inverse of the situation for the bulk energies of formation per oxygen atom for enstatite and forsterite, respectively. This unexpected higher stability for small pyroxene nanoclusters relative to olivine nanoclusters, under conditions when oxygen availability is limited, has potential implications for astrophysical dust processing and/or formation (e.g., circumstellar environments, the ISM, and exoplanetary atmospheres).

Finally, we report the calculated harmonic IR spectra of all considered silicate nanoclusters. As expected from their small size, all spectra have a number of discernible peaks. However, in line with their noncrystalline structures, few of the peaks in the nanosilicate spectra have wavelengths which match those of the IR spectra from bulk silicate crystals. For the Si–O stretching region, the O-N and P-N nanoclusters typically have IR peaks with both longer and shorter wavelengths than those found for forsterite and enstatite, respectively. The O–Si–O bending band of typical IR spectra for astronomical silicates typically covers an 18–20 μm range. In the P-N nanoclusters, we find very little intensity for the O–Si–O bending modes. For the O-N nanoclusters, we find more significant peaks for these modes but with the highest intensity concentrated over a 15–18 μm interval. A sum of spectra for each respective nanosilicate family confirms this general picture and also highlights that the 10 μm Si–O bending feature for our nanosilicates tends to be split into two components above and below 10 μm.

Overall, we provide a systematic bottom-up study of the structure, energetics, and properties of stable Mg-rich nanosilicates with both olivine and pyroxene stoichiometries. Our results, based on accurate electronic structure calculations of atomically detailed nanoclusters, highlight clear differences between nanosilicates and bulk silicates and how the former approaches the latter with increasing size. Our analyses thereby underline the limitations of trying to understand and rationalize the properties of ultrasmall nanosilicate grains by using traditional top-down approaches extrapolating from bulk silicate properties. Overall, we provide a new platform for an accurate and detailed understanding of nanoscale silicates which we hope will be of use in both earth and space sciences.
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